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Abstract
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to highlight and explore the consequences of the new information and communication technology, ICT, for the division of tasks between households and organizations, and hence for the “boundary” between these two types of agents. An understanding of this issue is vital not only for the sake of knowledge *per se*, but also for enhancing the ability of organizations and households to exploit potential efficiency gains from ICT and the Internet.

The boundary between households and organizations has always changed. During the industrial revolution, many production tasks were transferred from households to the market, i.e., basically to firms. Important examples are the provision of clothing, semi-prepared food and consumer durables. Obviously, the driving force behind these changing boundaries was technological development (including increased returns to scale) whereby the production efficiency of firms increased relative to that of households for many types of products. Similarly, due to the expansion of the welfare state during the 20th century, other household tasks were taken over by the government, including the responsibility for income security, education and health care. In today’s terminology, a vast process of outsourcing of household production has taken place.\(^1\)

However, in connection with the shift to a more pronounced “service economy” during the second half of the 20th century, a development in the opposite direction, “insourcing” from the point of view of the household, has emerged in the case of many commercial products (see e.g. Toffler 1980; 1990; Grönroos 1990; Davidow and Malone 1993; Gummesson 1993; Pine 1993; Wikström *et. al.* 1994). The driving forces behind this process are quite complex. In line with “Baumol’s law” (Baumol, 1967), according to which the

---

\(^1\) Even though a transfer of tasks from households to organizations was a dominating feature during this period it was by no means the whole story. During the first half of the 20th century households took over some tasks performed earlier by firms. Private cars as a substitute for traveling by railroad, and shaving at home instead of going to the barbershop are two examples.
rapid increase in real wages tends to make labor-intensive services more expensive as compared to manufactured goods, households took over the production of some of these services. This development was facilitated by (induced) technological and organizational innovations, such as self-service in supermarkets and restaurants. Unproductive time for households, such as waiting time to be served, was replaced by productive time, when people served themselves, for instance, in stores and restaurants. As a result, the cost increases in the service sector were contained, probably to a very large extent.

Another driving force underlying households’ participation in the production process was that higher real income and better education prompted households to become more interested in differentiated and individualized goods and services. Indeed, there is empirical evidence that values nowadays are more individualistic than earlier (Inglehart, 1997). Individuals, therefore, demand more “custom-made” goods and services, which is often facilitated if the household participates in the production process.

The reallocation of tasks from households to public-sector institutions has, however, continued. This is the case both for income insurance and for certain kinds of personal services, in particular for childcare and old age care. Contributing factors are smaller families, the rationalization of household work and probably also changes in preferences among women in favour of labour-market participation.

The emergence of ICT has also changed the nature of household participation in the production process, and extended it to new areas. In fact, with the support of ICT, households now engage in activities that they never conceived of before. To begin with, we analyze this new development in the context of what we call the exchange process between households and organizations. From the household’s perspective, this process consists of several different stages. On the bases of her economic resources and preferences, the individual collects information and identifies relevant alternatives. After having compared these alternatives, the individual makes a purchase decision in the market, and the exchange is finalized by payment and delivery of the purchased product. When using the product, the individual in many cases also asks for after-sales services. Similar exchange processes take place in the case of transactions between households and government agencies, although often without any money
changing hands. The reason why we use the term “exchange process”, rather than “purchasing process”, is our intention to include both firms and government agencies in the analysis. For the same reason, in the case of electronic exchange, we use the term “e-exchange” (rather than the more usual term e-commerce).

When analyzing the consequences of ICT for the boundary between households and organizations, we simply compare the allocation of tasks among these agents in the exchange and production processes before and after the Internet breakthrough. Our analysis refers to a situation where e-exchange is more advanced than today, and adopted by a vast majority of the population. We believe that this may well occur within less than a decade. One reason is that the Internet has expanded at a very rapid rate in recent years and is expected to continue to do so. In the most advanced countries in terms of Internet use, such as the United States and the Nordic countries, the number of Internet users has increased from 5-10 percent of the population in 1995 to about 50 percent in 2001 (Figure A1 in the Appendix). The rate of expansion is about the same in Japan and the EU, although with a lag of one and three years, respectively, as compared to the most advanced Internet countries. The use of the Internet is also likely to be boosted by wireless connections, in particular via cellular phones. Indeed, as much as 80 percent of the population in some countries now subscribe to such equipment – an increase by about 60 percentage points in just six years (Figure A2 in the Appendix). Moreover, several governments have declared their ambitions to provide their citizens with high-performance broadband networks, with instantaneous and powerful Internet connections at relatively low cost. Such systems will be capable of handling a large assortment of services, which can be reached by almost all citizens in developed countries, including those without previous computer experience (Virtel 2001).

The fact that such systems are available to households and organizations is, of course, not enough. In order to be quantitatively important for e-exchange, information networks also have to be easy to use, which requires a variety of access tools and efficient search processes. Another obvious requirement is that the information content be adequate and the delivery systems efficient. As we know, important improvements are underway in all these respects.²

² On contemporary developments in the United States, see West, 2001a and 2001b; on the Western world
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by introducing our analytical framework for household behavior (section II). Next, in section III, we specify types of information that are particularly relevant for explaining the shifting boundary between households and organizations. In section IV, we consider how ICT induces shifts of tasks from organizations to households. Since this frequently takes the form of co-production, the boundary between households and organizations is often blurred rather than redrawn: the “territory” of joint production of households and organizations expands. We then discuss (section V) how household power is influenced by ICT. Section VI concludes.

II. Analytical framework

To do justice to the complexities of the issues dealt with in the paper, we have chosen a non-technical analysis. It is nevertheless important to build the discussion around a strict analytical framework, in which the household is seen not only as a consumer but also as a producer. Our starting point is Gary Becker’s (1965) model of household behavior, although we extend and modify the model in some respects.

In this framework, products purchased on the market, denoted by the vector $q$ with the typical element $q_i$ (food, visits to restaurants, apartments, books, sporting goods, etc.), are treated as intermediary inputs in household production. The term “market product” then covers both physical goods and services. By way of a household production function, and by the input of labor time, these market products are transformed into final services, denoted by the vector $s$, with the typical element $s_j$ (eating, enjoying housing services, intellectual experiences, exercising, etc.). The set of intermediary products also includes services provided by public-sector authorities. The household production function is written as $s_j = F_j(q, t_j)$, where $t_j$ is time devoted to producing the $j$th service ($t_j$ is an element of the vector $t$ of time devoted to the production of various types of final services). Final services, rather than the market products, enter the household’s preference function, $U(s)$, which is maximized with the household production function, household money income, and available time as constraints. By

---

3 Our term *final services* corresponds to Becker’s term *commodities*. 

as a whole, see PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999.
substituting the production function into the utility function, this may alternatively be written as $U = V(q, t)$.

The Becker approach to household behavior is highly parsimonious in the sense that it excludes many real-world aspects of household production and consumption activities. In particular, Becker’s model does not consider the possibility that household production itself may have emotional effects on household members in addition to the utility provided by consuming the final services produced. We therefore deviate from Becker by assuming that the household may have direct preferences over the different production tasks themselves.

In this sense, the motives for household production differ from the motives underlying the production activities of firms. For instance, a member of a household may choose to produce specific types of meals not because she is particularly efficient at it, as compared to firms, but rather because she enjoys cooking (a positive utility of specific types of household work), possibly in the company of other family members or friends. Baking a cake that requires hours of work by an inexperienced household member may communicate affection and loyalty within the family. Moreover, members of a household may avoid certain production tasks not because others perform them more efficiently, but simply because they dislike them (high disutility of such tasks). It may thus be reasonable to write the household’s direct utility function as $U(s, t)$ rather than $U(s)$. Some elements of the $t$-vector, then, may be interpreted as leisure (“non-work”). We use the Becker framework, with the modifications mentioned above, also to consider emotional aspect of household production.

From the perspective of the Becker model, when tasks shifted from households to firms during the industrialization process, firms started to provide goods which households had formerly produced themselves (such as clothing), i.e., a number of $q$’s. Over time, completely new types of $q$’s became available to households, which made it possible for them to produce household services more efficiently themselves. Obvious examples are vacuum cleaners, dishwashers and refrigerators. With the emergence of the Internet, quite different types of $q$’s have become available, enabling households to perform tasks on their own in new areas, such as handling bank accounts, buying tickets and performing health services at home. Indeed, such adaptation to new tasks by households is a main
theme of our paper. Before analyzing these developments, it is useful, however, to specify how ICT influences types of information of particular relevance for the division of tasks and hence, for the boundary between households and organization.

III. Types of information

In the context of our modified Becker model, we distinguish between four types of information. The first (type 1) is information about available products, including both their attributes (varieties and qualities) and their prices. This type helps households select appropriate inputs ($q_i$'s) in production. A second type of information (type 2) may instead be regarded as an intangible input in production. Here, the household uses an information good (i.e., a $q_i$) to produce utility-creating services ($s_j$'s). A third type of information (type 3) helps the household combine various inputs in household production; this refers to information about the $F()$-function itself, i.e., about blueprints (“how to produce”).

The fourth type is related to household-to-household interaction, through which the individual also learns from the experience of other households how to evaluate final services, the $s_i$'s. Knowledge about other individuals’ evaluations (preferences) helps develop one’s own preferences; hence the individual’s $U()$-function may be modified. Preferences are to some extent social phenomena in the sense that they are influenced by social interaction. Such “consumption information” (type 4), and not just “production information”, is also important for households. Moreover, as we argue below, an individual’s preferences may also change as a result of the household’s accumulated experience as a producer or consumer of certain types of services.

Let us illustrate these distinctions. An example of type 1 information is a list of available CD-ROMs and their prices, while the content of a CD-ROM (for example, encyclopedia, mathematics, pictures or music used in the household’s production process) is an example of type 2 information. Instructions for using the CD in combination with other equipment is an example of type 3 information (information about the $F()$-function), while information about the musicians and understanding music in general, or special types of music, is an example of type 4 information, which enhances the individual’s enjoyment of music.
ICT profoundly intensifies access to all four types of information. The amount of information in various databases is accumulated continuously as an integral part of the interactive process itself (see e.g. Lindbeck and Wikström, 2000). The Internet may be regarded as synonymous with a new information channel, and one of its advantages is that households can choose, in a time-efficient way, from a larger “consideration set” of information sources than before. Individuals can now use the Internet to narrow down a consideration set, so that it becomes manageable for their decision-making capacity. Indeed, in a similar way that Becker’s model highlights the household’s allocation of time to produce different types of services, models have been designed to analyze how the household allocates time among different media when searching for information (Ratchford, 1982; Hauser et al., 1993). The value of a new information channel then consists of the possibility of allocating time for information search more efficiently than before. The unique value of the Internet from this point of view is that all four types of information mentioned above may be acquired from this channel. This means that many aspects of information search will be shifted to the Internet.

By specifying the type, variety and quality of a product, ICT helps consumers screen available alternatives in order to identify and narrow down a set of suitable options to be viewed in detail (see, e.g., Alba et al., 1997). This is facilitated by the interactive nature of ICT, where customers can ask questions and receive individualized computer-mediated answers supported by artificial search agents (Gatarski, 2001). As compared to telephone communication, the high capacity of ICT enables such individualization, which is economically infeasible by phone because of the labor-intensive nature of telephone communication.

During the period of early enthusiasm for ICT, it was often taken for granted that households would increasingly trade directly with producers, and hence that intermediaries would become less relevant. However, the process of acquiring and interpreting information often turns out to be so complex that households need help from information intermediaries on the Internet. These then correspond to retailers and brokers, such as real-estate and travel agents, in the traditional economy. In fact, information intermediaries that collect and process fragmented bits of information appear to be no less important in the digital economy than in the traditional economy. Virtual communities of individuals,
news groups and chat groups may also be regarded as new types of information intermediaries.

Intermediaries are also important to guarantee the quality of information in the digital economy. For instance, consumer protection agencies might set up systems (extranets) that protect users and guarantee information quality through "membership," i.e., authorization, user IDs, and passwords. Another type of intermediary is privately run sites that make it easier to evaluate the quality of information by offering structured information about product quality from individual users. Since every provider of information may be identified (name, profession, workplace, etc.), the risk of false identity is reduced. Meanwhile, there is still no radical solution to the problem of fraud (including the deliberate spread of viruses) – and perhaps there never will be. Another well-known problem involves how to arrange for payment of information on the Internet, an issue that we do not pursue here.4

Regardless of whether households acquire their information directly from producers, from intermediaries or from other households, systematic comparisons of products require standardized information. Otherwise, appropriate comparisons of alternatives are difficult and hence choice will be of limited value. In several important product areas, particularly concerning health and safety – such as food products, chemicals, vehicles, and certain types of children’s products – mandatory rules for standardized disclosure of product characteristics are already in place. Mail-order companies have provided such standardized information in their catalogues for a long time. Perhaps this helps explain why such firms have been relatively successful in utilizing the new retail channel provided by ICT. (Another reason is that long ago, such firms developed logistic systems for the delivery of products.) Many large retail firms have also been able to force production companies to provide standardized information about their products, which is considered to be a prerequisite for marketing their product assortment on

---

4 Information provided so far has usually been free. The costs have been covered mainly by advertisements, i.e., banners. To finance their activities in the future, information providers may have to either start charging for their services or increase the amount of banners. But, financing by banners has its problems. Visitors already complain that flickering banners, which tend to diminish the attractiveness of a Web site, irritate them. In principle, information agents will have to find an optimal combination of a fixed access fee, a variable price per visit, prices for advertisements, and measures that increase the attraction of a Web site for visitors and advertisers. Given that there is no single best solution to this optimization problem, decentralized experimentation is likely to generate different types of solutions for different agents and product groups.
line. In certain products areas, however, the disclosure and standardization of product characteristics have a long way to go.

Improved search helps households identify and obtain more appropriate inputs in their production processes and enhance their efficiency in producing (final) utility-creating services (the \( q \)'s). Well-informed households would also be expected to boost competition (Bakos, 1997). This means that when buying either electronically or via traditional distribution channels households may often, although certainly not always, purchase market products at lower prices. This is a further advantage of ICT for households in addition to greater availability of information.

Since ICT frequently increases search efficiency, it is tempting to assume that products with search attributes will be particularly favored by the ICT revolution, as relevant attributes can then be assessed prior to, or in connection with, a purchase. Obvious examples are homogeneous products and well-known brands. The basic contribution of ICT would then be to provide better information about prices charged by different suppliers. But it has also been argued that the considerable efficiency with which search attributes are communicated electronically may weaken the possibilities of simultaneously communicating information about products with experience and credence attributes electronically, i.e., attributes that can only be evaluated after a product has been used for some time - in the case of credence attributes after quite a long time (Warner, 1993). When one attribute is convincingly communicated via a specific information channel, the household's attention to other attributes may diminish due to cognitive limitations. Indeed, this hypothesis is supported by empirical experiments (Wright and Lynch Jr., 1995).

However, this problem may not be very serious in the context of the Internet, which also helps households draw on the knowledge of other households regarding how products with experience or credence attributes actually function. Examples are consumer-report sites and product-rating institutes that compare qualities and prices of different brands. Moreover, household-to-household

---

5 Thus we adhere to the usual distinction between search, experience and credence products (Nelson, 1970; Darby and Karni, 1973), or, perhaps more appropriately, between products with different proportions of search, experience and credence attributes (Wright and Lynch, 1995). In other words, the \( q \)'s may be classified not only into physical products and services, and into private and public goods, but also according to the household’s ability to assess the quality of products before and after purchase. Note
interaction via the Internet may be particularly useful for drawing on the experience of individuals with similar life situations and experience. Thus, a household would not actually have to buy and use a product with strong experience and credence attributes in order to obtain such information. As a result, it may be attractive to buy some products with these attributes electronically – not only (as before) when the household decides to repurchase a new version of the same product, but also when something is bought for the first time.

These considerations may be particularly important in the case of durable consumer goods, because it may take a long time to find out how well they function, and in the case of services whose quality cannot be judged immediately. Examples of the latter are car or TV repairs, and treatment by dentists or physicians – all examples of services with credence attributes. One of the main reasons why the Internet is likely to have an impact on products with strong experience and credence attributes is that the four types of information proposed above can all be obtained efficiently using this new channel. Such information would otherwise be difficult to obtain without actually buying and using the product. Households would then be less dependent on information provided by producers and suppliers of products, since they acquire comparative information from other, less partisan agents. This may well be one of the key contributions of ICT for households’ acquisition of information.

Improved information is not confined to market products supplied by firms. ICT is also becoming increasingly important for services provided by the public sector. The availability of information on the Internet from local governments, state governments and federal authorities in the United States has recently undergone rapid expansion (West 2001a, 2001b). Several European governments have also started to use the Internet as a means of providing more and better structured information to citizens about the public sector. The volume of information is already huge, but so far interactivity is usually quite limited. In cases where interactivity exists, it usually refers to simple questions and answers. Still, such information on the Internet may be quite valuable because it is very expensive for public-sector agencies to provide via alternative sources and may otherwise not be easily available. Obvious examples are information from, and

that this classification of goods refers to our q’s, not to the s’s.
about, administrative agencies (such as regulatory authorities), government agencies in charge of transfer payments (including social insurance) and public-sector institutions that provide social services of different types (education, healthcare, child care, old-age care, etc.) – all of which are examples of type 1 information according to our classification. A concrete example is that ICT makes it easier for parents and students to find suitable education after comparing the characteristics and achievements of different schools.

Via the Internet, individuals may also be able to apply for permits of various types from public authorities, such as building permits – an example of type 2 information supplied by public-sector agencies. Another example is the increased possibility for individuals to file their income-tax assessment on the Internet. Education via the Internet is another important example of the provision of an information good by the public sector. Type 3 information, related to the public sector, may be exemplified by patients obtaining the latest findings about relevant medical care and the treatment of specific diseases (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999; Gustafson, 2000). Through fora for direct household-to-household interaction, people also have access to the experience of other, more experienced patients with the same disease (Margherio et al., 1999). As a consequence, she may gradually learn to handle her disease by revising her priorities, hence experiencing a change in her own preferences – an example of the endogenous nature of type 4 information in connection with co-production.

Not only will it become easier for households to obtain information about goods and services; providers may also find out more about the needs, preferences and resources of individuals and groups of individuals, thereby enhancing their ability to supply adequate services. This information may be considerably amplified by new interactive devices such as picture phones and web cameras, whereby individuals can concretize their needs and problems, for instance regarding health conditions subject to home treatment as a substitute for hospital care. ICT also provides organizations with new tools that increase their ability to adjust production in a flexible way to changes in individual taste and demand (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990). Hence, ICT offers organizations more production flexibility in response to shifts in household demand.

Generally speaking, society at large is likely to gain as firms accumulate information about individuals’ preferences in their databases. This could well
result in a potential Pareto improvement in the allocation of resources. There are two serious problems in this context, however. One is that individuals may experience a loss of privacy when information about their habits and preferences is disseminated via the Internet. A second problem is that a single firm may obtain a monopoly on information concerning a particular person. The individual may then be “locked-in” to this firm, and hence be charged a monopoly price. This would raise producers’ surplus rather than consumers’ surplus, reflecting a rise in the market power of firms rather than households. A way of mitigating this problem would be a more competitive environment, in which more than one firm has this type of information about an individual, and would hence be able to offer individually customized products.

A further complication is related to peoples’ cognitive limitations when maneuvering in a virtual context. Both experience and systematic research point to fundamental difficulties in overcoming cognitive limitations when moving from a physical to a virtual context. Moreover, people with little education seem to require simple navigation technology in order to operate on the Internet (Gustafson, 2000). It is still not clear how this problem could best be solved. One promising avenue may be to rely on an interface with strong real-world and local attachment, where the user’s screen is provided with a local map where facilities (stores, institutions, etc.) are easily recognized through names and pictures in a realistic setting (Wikström et. al., 2001). Maneuvering within these facilities could take the form of interaction with human-like robots. Indeed, some research indicates that individuals feel more comfortable interacting with human replicas, with which they may exchange information simultaneously, than interacting via text (Ginsburg, 2001).

These tendencies indicate that the ability of an individual to learn to maneuver in a virtual context may often be improved by support both from human replicas in the form of voice and images, and from traditional real-world facilities. It also suggests that the proportions between virtual and real-world elements will not develop monotonically; instead, a process of “two steps forward–one step backward” often characterizes the march into the virtual world. Indeed, the

---

general lesson is that new ICT systems, to be successful, have to be adapted to individuals' cognitive capacity, rather than vice versa.

IV. Changes in the division of tasks

Whenever technology changes, reallocation of tasks is largely driven by potential efficiency gains. In the case of ITC, efficiency gains are achieved not only as tasks are shifted, but also to a large extent by increased co-production between households and organizations. One question then is whether such developments are seriously constrained by the limited time available to households where, today, both spouses usually work in the labor market. Another question is whether the efficiency gains from ICT are constrained by the fact that the final stage of the purchases continues to be conducted via traditional channels.

IV:1. Four types of efficiency gains

In terms of our household production function, \( s_j = F_j(q, t_j) \), the shifting of tasks to households for efficiency reasons may be initiated in four different ways. Thanks to ICT, households may (i) identify a more appropriate input, i.e., a better \( q_i \); (ii) find a lower price of an input; (iii) acquire a more efficient production technology, i.e., a better \( F() \)-function; or (iv) save time, \( t \), or alternatively be able to use “cheaper” time in its production process. If various combinations of such changes result in lower total costs for the household (pecuniary costs plus time costs) for certain tasks, as compared to the costs of purchasing final services on the market, the household has an incentive to take over such tasks from other agents.

More specifically, when ICT opens up access to intermediary products with appropriate attributes (better quality of some \( q_i \)'s), or with a lower price, households are induced to take over the production of final services intensively using such products as inputs in household production. \(^7\) ICT may also change the composition of household consumption in favor of services that become less expensive for the household to produce. For instance, owing to new possibilities

\(^7\) The increase in the input of a specific market product in household production will be larger, the greater is the elasticity of substitution in production relative to other market products, and the greater is the elasticity of substitution in consumption between this specific final service and other services.
of downloading music from the Internet, the price of consuming music falls, and the household is encouraged to consume more music.\textsuperscript{8}

Improvements in households' production technology, reflected in shifts in the $F()$-function, often require not only new general ICT, manifested by the PC and the Internet, but also specific tools and systems provided by various firms. Moreover, special support functions are frequently incorporated into products or services through ICT. For instance, someone who is under medical treatment for hypertension may automatically be reminded on his screen when to check his blood pressure. Or, when products malfunction, users may automatically be told what is wrong, what to do about it, what spare parts are needed, where they can be ordered, how they should be inserted, etc. More generally, households may be relieved of certain tasks either when monitoring functions are built into products, or when automatic online connections between the product and service suppliers are available. In this way, household members may be relieved of some anxieties and/or the pursuit of trivial tasks. Suppliers then take responsibility for parts of the household’s production process. This also encourages product development in firms.

In order to take on new tasks, the household may also need assistance from competent personnel. Firms and organizations could then provide intermediary products and help households develop new and more efficient $F()$-functions. One example is that some firms engaged in electronic trade, such as mail-order companies, could establish bricks-and-mortar stores as complements to their Internet transactions. Another example is Internet banking, which is difficult to set up without implementing support systems from real-world banks, bank personnel, and telephone service (Gerdes and Rolland, 2000). Firms sometimes speed up the process by which households take over tasks, by charging high prices for traditional services. An important example is high and rapidly rising prices for bank services provided at bank premises so as to induce households to take over tasks via Internet banking.

Our reason for writing the household utility function $U(s, t)$ rather than $U(s)$ was that households may also have emotional attitudes to different

\textsuperscript{8} The demand for a market good for which productivity has increased will rise (fall) if the combined effect of substitution in production and consumption and of the income effects are stronger (weaker) than the productivity change itself (which reduces the input necessary to produce a given output of services).
production tasks. In the case of the Internet, fragmented empirical evidence indicates that some individuals simply enjoy this new information channel, and are in fact stimulated by using the new technology. Some individuals also experience a sense of empowerment when they discover what they can do via the Internet (Wikström, 2002). So far, we have very little systematic empirical knowledge about the importance of such attitudes in connection with e-exchange. Some examples mentioned in the literature include transactions in financial markets. Not only have they become less expensive as compared to traditional methods, but individuals may also find it exciting to follow share prices on the Internet and carry out the transactions themselves (Carlell, 2001). Moreover, people who dislike shopping in traditional stores may feel relieved by shifting to e-commerce. Some families have started to buy groceries on the Internet not only to save time and/or money, but (also) because they dislike visiting crowded supermarkets (Frostling-Henningsson, 2000).

More generally, households would be expected to take over tasks from firms either for narrow “economic” reasons in order to reduce total costs or for subjective reasons in connection with household production.

IV: 2 Joint territories

As we have seen, reallocation mechanisms are usually a result of joint efforts of households and organizations. As a consequence, organizations increasingly regard households not just as receivers of goods and services, but also as co-producers. Indeed, the interactive nature of ICT implies that households can take an active part in the production process, and thereby influence production according to their own preferences.

As households and organizations increasingly cooperate in production, a new territory of joint production is established rather than change in the borderline between households and organizations. In this new territory, households provide labor (which is increasingly expensive), while firms provide ICT-based systems and different types of tools (capital). Indeed, this is one of the main assertions of our paper. Such extended offers by firms may enable both households and firms to perform tasks that neither of them had previously been able to accomplish on their own (Normann, 2001). This, in fact, is the essence of the so-called “enabling strategy” of organizations, a strategy strongly facilitated
by ICT. Tasks that households take over from organizations, thanks to ICT, may be regarded as substitutes for tasks previously pursued by firms. But at the same time, the systems and tools provided by firms are often complements to the new tasks performed by households. In terms of our earlier classification of types of information improved by ICT, co-production is particularly favored by better information about new $q$’s, i.e., new inputs in household production, and about the $F()$-function, i.e., how household services should be produced. A special form of co-production arises when households demand specific products adjusted to their individualized preferences. Households may then specify desired product characteristics, which is the essence of mass customization.

**IV:3 Do households have enough time?**

But do households really have time to take over new production tasks? One answer is that when households take over additional tasks this does not necessarily put more pressure on the household’s time budget. On the contrary, households often take over tasks with the aid of ICT in order to save time. For instance, households are often relieved of having to physically visit the service provider. Moreover, they may be able to use relatively “inexpensive” time, i.e., time with low opportunity costs (Frostling-Henningsson, 2000; Carlell, 2001). Obvious examples of the latter are information gathering or transactions on the Internet in the evening or on weekends. Households are particularly likely to use ICT in a timesaving way when two adults in the household work outside the home.

ICT may also help the household save time by avoiding mistakes, since less time and energy would then have to be devoted to complaints and waiting for the repairs of purchased products. Experimental research indicates that busy households are particularly inclined to acquire so-called “negative” information, i.e., information about defective products (Kanouse and Hanson, 1972; Wright, 1974; Svensson and Edlund, 1987). Such information may be facilitated by the Internet, both on commercial sites and via household-to-household interaction.

**IV:4 Illustrations**

There are many well-known examples of tasks which households take over from firms. For instance, when the individual makes financial transactions
electronically – such as the payment of bills, bank deposits, repayment of loans, and management of financial assets – she participates actively in the production of her own financial services. In Sweden, Internet payments at two major Swedish banks increased from 10 percent in 1998 to 45 percent in 2002. Electronic transactions have also developed rapidly in the insurance sector, where households have partly taken over the retailing activities previously pursued by insurance brokers and salesmen (middlemen). Buying tickets or booking hotel accommodation is other well-known areas where households have taken over activities from firms. Online ticket sales have few organizational constraints, perhaps because computer reservation systems have been in place for years. As a result, households have integrated retailing into their production activities.

Examples also abound where ICT facilitates mass-customization such as for cars, kitchens, CDs, cosmetics, various types of financial services and leisure travel. This issue may also be exemplified by leisure travel. There is a tendency today to shift from package tours to more individualized travel packages. Supported by the Internet, an individual may decide the components of her tour in terms of destination, transport mode, accommodation, special events, activities, etc. In this way, she can “customize” her leisure travel in accordance with her own preferences, instead of buying a standardized travel package. The background is not only the general trend among individuals to choose more differentiated packages, but also the fact that ICT has drastically reduced the costs of composing individualized travel packages.

Another example where households have already started to take on new tasks is the rapidly expanding system of self-care, to some extent replacing hospital care. The exchange of pictures on the Internet between patients and the health-care providers is likely to become particularly important. Such interaction has also turned out to be beneficial in analyzing data, monitoring performance and

---

9 This is reflected in extremely low operating costs – less than one cent to conduct a transaction on the Internet as compared to more than a dollar if handled by a bank teller (Booz-Allen and Hamilton, 1999, and Reddman, 1997). In a long-term perspective, negligible operating costs are likely to lower the prices of financial services. Since the fixed costs are quite high, banks also tend to charge fees for their Internet services. Most customers have to accept this because of limited competition due to switching costs for households when changing bank, and in some countries because of a highly oligopolistic banking structure.

10 Information from SE-bank and Svenska Handelsbanken.

transmitting reminders to patients (Gustafson, 2000; Boston Consulting Group, 2001). For instance, Internet connections to glucose monitors, peak flow meters to measure lung capacity, or scales to monitor weight permit health providers to collect and automatically transmit daily or weakly readings from patients with diabetes, lung disease, or heart problems. Physicians can use the results to decide when and what type of intervention may be necessary (Boston Consulting Group, 2001). In several cases, patients learn to participate in their own treatment at home by using equipment provided by a hospital. An example is a dialyses machine combined with o-line information.

As a result, more therapies are taking place in patients’ homes with the support of ICT (Bezold, 1998). Asthma and diabetes patients, for example, are becoming co-producers of their own treatments. Interaction between patients and health-care providers has also begun to improve the quality of life of cancer patients, help people stop smoking and lose weight, etc. Individuals may also check their own health status, register the effects of different treatments and participate in deciding their medication, while experts at the hospital provide monitoring and counseling online. Moreover, once a patient understands the details of her care, she finds it easier to choose among alternative types of treatment and providers. This is an example of a service with strong credence attributes where the household gains information not only through the Internet, but also via the individual’s participation in the production process.

On the basis of improved information, a patient may even suggest methods and medical treatments other than those offered by her physician. This is an important factor, because asymmetric information between physicians and patients about possible treatments has traditionally been regarded as a particularly serious obstacle to the development of well-functioning markets for health and medical services.

Another area where households may participate in service production is “adventures” in exotic environments, possibly using virtual-reality equipment as a complement to, and in some cases even a substitute for, physical traveling.12 Households have also started to take on production tasks in areas related to personal safety – an area in which innovative applications of ICT are becoming

---

12 See interesting speculation on these issues by Pearson (1999).
increasingly available. New electronic devices will make it easier for homeowners to safeguard against trespassing and crime, possibly with the help of equipment and services (such as alarm systems) provided by private firms or public-sector authorities (police). Parents may be better able to monitor small children (such as locating them at any given time).

**IV.5 The role of ICT for different stages of the exchanges process**

Clearly, the Internet is used more extensively in the early stages of the exchange process than in the final stage, i.e., when a transaction is completed by payment and delivery. It should be noted, however, that the efficiency gains of e-exchange are not limited to situations where a final purchase is closed on the Internet. Large efficiency gains are often achieved already in the process of information search on the Internet. Even if the final stages are conducted in traditional ways, fundamental changes occur in the content of these stages. The information and search process on the Internet makes the individual more knowledgeable, self-confident and competent when making a purchase decision. Hence, the importance of the Internet for the exchange process is underestimated if we only consider its direct role for the final stages of the process.

The importance of ICT for different stages of the exchange process will, of course, differ among products. In the case of information goods, the entire exchange process may in principle be conducted on the Internet. In reality, however, many individuals who collect information via the Internet still seem to prefer completing the final stages of a transaction in traditional ways. There are many reasons for this. Additional information may be required; a visit to a traditional store may enhance trust and security about payment and delivery. Indeed, even in the case of information goods, individuals often prefer to close a transaction in traditional ways. One example is the purchase of leisure tours. In Sweden 10 percent of such purchases have recently taken place on the Internet, but only one visit out of 100 to a website results in a purchase in this area\(^\text{13}\). In the case of other goods, such as the purchase of real estate, the final stage cannot be conducted in this way simply because of legal requirements for such purchases.

---

\(^{13}\) Statistics from the organization May Travel, based on the activities of travel agents covering the bulk of the Swedish market.
although considerable information may be acquired via the Internet. In the case of purchases of tangible consumer goods, where delivery obviously cannot take place on the Internet, a multitude of organizations of delivery firms have emerged. Sometimes the household may pick up the product and on other occasions let firms be responsible for both assembly and final delivery. In the latter case, the household, in fact, outsources activities, which it used to perform itself.

Referring to our classification of types of information relevant for ICT, it is clear that types 1 and 2 information about available inputs, including information goods, are highly pertinent to the exchange process, while in the case of household production, including co-production, all four types are important.

V. The consequences for exit and voice

We have argued that ICT may induce households to take over tasks from organizations when people acquire the information required to identify suitable inputs, \( q \)'s, in their production process. This aspect may be examined in terms of Hirshman’s (1960) distinction between exit and voice mechanisms. In principle, a household may acquire more appropriate \( q \)'s because of either improved exit, in the sense of greater opportunities to choose among available brands and sellers, or stronger voice in the sense of improved ability to communicate with suppliers about its opinions regarding existing or desired products. In both cases, ICT tends to boost household power.

Improvements in the exit option are particularly obvious in the case of privately supplied products since there are often alternatives and hence competition. Circumstances are different in the public sector, where many services are provided under monopoly-like conditions, although ongoing privatization and deregulation tend to make the situation more competitive.

As for the voice option, households may express their views not only directly on firms’ sites but also indirectly via virtual communities and chat groups which are independent of suppliers. Since these groups coordinate the voices of many individuals, firms are forced to listen simply to keep their customers. A good example is the Swedish site, CINT (www.cint.se), mentioned earlier, where individuals may obtain information about how others evaluate products and services, in detail and in several different dimensions. First, the site provides
aggregate information about various features of a product as judged by households. Second, it offers rather detailed information on how specific individuals (identified by their first name) evaluate a product. An individual may also communicate directly on the net with others who offer information about a product.

In the case of public-sector services, the voice mechanism, and not just the exit mechanism, is usually weak. In this sector, voice is largely exerted via the ballot box, where voters are asked to choose among a few large packages of policy measures. The situation will begin to change, however, as many individuals simultaneously express their views about a particular government institution on the Internet. Since such information is highly visible to everyone, responsible politicians and administrators will not be able to neglect these views. In the public sector opportunities are quite limited so that a stronger voice option via ICT is particularly important. In fact, improved systems for expressing and exchanging views on the Internet between individuals and public-sector agents are in the pipeline in several countries.\(^{14}\)

To summarize: ICT boosts the power of households in the private sector in terms of both exit and voice. Empirical studies by Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1994) suggest that ICT has often resulted in a rise in consumers’ surplus relative to producers’ surplus, which may be interpreted as increased market power of households. ICT could result in similar enhancement of the power of households in the public sector, at least if entry and competition are encouraged. Exit and voice are highly complementary mechanisms not only in the private but also in the public sector. This complementarity is likely to increase as a result of increased freedom of choice via privatization and voucher systems, and hence improved exit opportunities in the public service sector.

Firms cannot afford to be passive when household market power increases owing to better and more accessible information and stronger voice opportunities. Instead, they would be expected to counter by taking advantage of the economic gains from more efficient information systems. Obvious examples are measures designed to differentiate the products offered. Firms might also “lock-in”

\(^{14}\) In Sweden, such possibilities are under study by the organization of regional governments (Norberg, 2002). Special search engines for public-sector services are also likely to emerge (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999).
households after acquiring better information than others about the preferences of individual households. Moreover, firms have incentives to make it more difficult to compare prices and product attributes, for instance, by artificial product differentiation and complex price structures (Bakos, 1997). Indeed, recently privatized and deregulated firms in industries such as banking, telecommunications and electricity are highly creative in designing obstacles to households’ comparison of alternatives.

**VII. Concluding Remarks**

ICT, including the Internet, still has rather limited effects on the number and value of transactions completed on-line (final purchase, payment and delivery). ICT has, however, far-reaching impact on the early stages of the exchange process, i.e., on information search and the evaluation of alternatives. This means that ICT also has indirect consequences for the content of the final stages of the exchange process, regardless of whether these stages take place over the Internet or in traditional ways. Thus, if looking only at the number (or value) of final purchases conducted via the Internet, the importance of ICT for the exchange process as a whole, including its final stages, is underestimated. This point is also important in the case of services provided by the public sector. Although on-line information search is usually not interactive in the public sector, at least not yet, it is valuable to households since it would be very costly to supply the same volume of information by traditional methods (such as phone calls), which are quite labour intensive.

ICT also tends to strengthen household “voice” in relation to organizations of different types. When the opinions of individuals are highly visible on the Internet, in particular in aggregate form, firms and government agencies have much to lose by neglecting these opinions. Organizations, therefore, have to become more concerned about their reputation, particularly in handling consumer complaints and dealing with ethical issues.

Whenever ICT changes the relative efficiency of household production, the allocation of tasks between households and organizations is influenced. Earlier tendencies toward joint production activities are also enhanced. In this connection, organizations often provide tools and systems that facilitate household service
production. Thus, while organizations supply capital and technology, households provide labour. This development also facilitates household consumption of labour-intensive services, which tend to become increasingly expensive to buy for reasons explained by Baumol’s law.

These new possibilities for joint production open up important business opportunities for firms. New profitable markets emerge when firms provide new tools for households’ own production of services, which households then can acquire more efficiently than earlier. The reason is that joint production with the help of ICT-related tools imply important benefits for households in the form of increased possibilities for households to get individualized services in a costs and time efficient way. The ability of firms to exploit these new opportunities depend on their ability to develop appropriate tools for such joint production.

ICT has also important consequences for the allocation of tasks between households and government agencies. In particular, joint production between households and government agencies by the help of the new information technology provides opportunities to deal with the costs explosion in the highly labour intensive government production of services. Health care is perhaps the most important area where such opportunities exist. Such care in the home is increasingly becoming feasible by the help of tools and on-line interactive communication facilities provided by health-care institutions. Indeed, there is already considerable experimentation in this field.

Even though the main driving force behind ICT-induced shifts of tasks between households and organizations is changes in relative efficiency in production, these shifts also depend on other factors. In particular, households’ choice of tasks is influenced by emotional factors. We have argued that ICT makes it easier for households to choose production activities that they like, and to avoid activities that they dislike. Again, health care is an important example, since individuals may get emotional benefits from staying in their home during their medical treatment, rather than being hospitalised.

We have concretized our points with examples from such diverse areas as financial services, entertainment and other leisure activities, durable consumer goods and health care. Each case may seem rather trivial in isolation. But the sum of many small changes in the allocation of tasks between households and organizations over time may have major consequences for the boundary between
these agents, and for the “joint territory” of the production activities of these agents – and hence also for the lives of individuals.
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